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Abstract 

This paper introduces a new halftoning algorithm that combines the probabilistic 
and deterministic approaches to the problem. The proposed method uses an image 
pyramid representation in arder to achieve a global and local minimization of the 

quantization errar. 

Introduction 

The representation of continuous-tone images on graphics display devices with a discrete 

number of gray leveis necessarily implies on the quantization of the pixel intensities to the 

nearest dísplayable grP-Y value. When the intensity resolution of the device is compatible 

with the tonal range of the image, the quantization error is usually negligible. In this case. 

the discretization process amounts to a simple truncation of the intensity values. On the 

other hand. when the graphics device has a restricted intensity resolution, special processing 

is oftt'\n necessary. in order to alleviate the quantization artifacts. The worst situation occurs 

on bilevel devices that can display only two intensities (e.g. a. pixel has a binary state. ~on .. 
or ·'off'). Thís extreme caseis by far the most importa.nt, because of the widesprea.d use of 

bilevel graphic displa.ys. 
The process of genera.ting a. representation of a. gray scale image ada.pted to a particular 

gra.phics device is called digital halftoning, in analogy with its counterpart in the traditional 

printing industry. The digital halftoning process consists of severa! steps. that generally 

include the following operations: tone scale adjustment. sharpening and dithering [Uli87]. 
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Dithering is the central part of the halftoning process. lt basically performs the dis

cretization step in such a way that the displayed image is a "good approximation" of the 

original image. A formal statement of the problem is as follows: Given a continuous-tone 

image represented by an m x n array A of reais, A;; E [0, 1], generate a binary image 

represented by an m x n array B of integers, B;; E {0, 1} such that the two images are as 

dose as possible in the perceptual sense. 

All dithering algorithms use essentially the same strategy. They determine the state of 

the binary image elements by comparing the intensities of the original image elements with 

carefully chosen threshold values. If their intensity is less than the threshold, the output 

pixel is set to O, otherwise it is set to 1. 

The key to understanding dithering is the notion of "perceptual similarity", that estab

lishes the correct framework for the problem. In this context, the dithering method explores 

the integration properties of human vision to accomplish its goals. More specifically, since 

the eye integrates ali luminous stimuli within a solid angle of about 2 degrees, the quan

tization error for a given pixel can be distributed to its neighbors in a way that the local 

perceptual error is minimized. In other words, if the error in one pixel compensates the 

errors in nearby pixels then the mean quantization error should be dose to zero. 

There are two basic approaches to distributing the quantization error over the image. 

One is probabilistic and the other is deterministic. In the probabilistic approach the aver

age error is made statistically very small, while in the deterministic approach the error is 

calculated and minimized explicitly. 

The random perturbation, the ordered dither and the colored noise inversion algorithms 

are examples of probabilistic dithering methods. The random perturbation algorithm 

[Hal89] uses as the threshold a random variable with uniform probability distribution. This 

is equivalent to modulating the image intensity with white noise. Although this method is 

not really practical for bilevel quantization, it is very effective in eliminating contour effects 

for quantization to more leveis. The ordered dither algorithm [Lim69] tiles the image with 

a table of pseudo-random thresholds. The threshold values are determined to avoid the 

introduction of low frequency noise. This method produces periodic patterns that impart 

a "computery" look to the picture. The colored noise inversion [GR90] employs a neural 

network to generate an image with desirable statistical characteristics. This method tends 

to trade tonal for spatial resolution. 

The Floyd-Steinberg, the Witten-Neal and the dot diffusion algorithms are examples 

of deterministic dithering methods. The Floyd-Steinberg [FS75) algorithm computes the 

quantization error for each pixel and propagates it to its neighbors to the right and below. 
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This method often produces ghosts because the error is not evenly distributed. The Wittcn

:\eal [\VN82] algorithm propagates the error along a Peano curve, a.voiding the directional 

artifacts of the previous method. The dot diffusion algorithm [Knu8i} employs a table of 

pixel classes that determines the order in which the quantization error is propagated. 

Pyramid Dithering 

\Ve propose a new dithering algorithm that combines the probabilistic and deterministic 

approaches to the problem. Our method is based on a hierarchical representation. known 

as an image pyramid. This type of represcntation is very cornrnon in image processing and 

graphics applications [TPi.j] [\Vil83]. The image pyramid is a multi-resolution represen· 

tation that allows the data to be manipulated at different leveis of detail. The pyramid 

concept can be implemented either by a collection of variable size ímage arrays or by a quad· 

tree data structure [Sam90]. At the bottom leve! the image ís stored in its full resolution 

and normally each intermediate levei has half of the resolution of the previous one. 

The basic strategy of the pyramid dithering method is to assign the total image intensity 

in a hierarchical fashion. distributing the quantization residuais at each levei proportionally 

to the local error. More specífically, consider an ímage pyramid of depth ]( where each 

element P •. j at levei k is the sum of the four corresponding elements of the levei k - 1 

immediately below: 
2i+l 2i+l 

P;~j = E E P;~,j,t 
it=2í jl=2j 

We cal! P"' the parent node and P;~'J/ the children nodes of pk. 
Given, without loss of generality, a gray scale image of size zK+! X zK+t, its pyramid 

will have at the top levei k = [{ only one element that represents the total sum of the 

intensities of its elements. If we assume that the non-linearities of the bilevel quantization 

mapping have been taken care of in the tone-scale adjustment operation, we can say tha.t 

the best binary approximation of the gray-scale image should have a total integer intensity 

equal to LPK +H.5j. That is, the two images are globally as dose.9.5 poSliible. Jn order 

to refine this global approximation to local neighborhoods we start at the top levei of the 

pyramid and build a binary approximation of the image by recursively assigning integer 

intensities from each parent node to its children. 

The computation of an individual element is as follows: Let V and W be the real 

and integer intensities of the current element E. We are given the intensities t:; of the 

children nodes S;, i= 1 ... 4, a.nd wish to determine the intensities Wi such that their sum 

is exa.ctly W, and each integer intensity w; is proportional to the real intensity v;. To do 
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this we divide W in four integer parts proportional to v;, then we distribute the residual 

according to the quantization error of each child node. \1ore specifically, we break w, into 

two components: d; and r;. Let d; = LÇ-WJ, and then assign the residual W- 2:;=1 d, in 

a round-robin fashion to the variables r; choosing r; = l with relative probability P( e;). 

Where e; = ("V W) -d; is the quantization error of S; without the residual distribution. Note 

that the first component is deterministic and the second component is probabilistic. :-.'ote 

also that as we descend the pyramid towards the base ( e.g. closer to the final binary image J 

the importance of the probabilistic component increases. This is because the relati\·e size 

of the residual increases as the absolute magnitude of t'; decreases. 

The pyramid-based dithering algorithm is shown bellow: 

The structure of the main program is: 

Read gray-scale image. 

Build image pyramid. 

Perfom pyramià àither. 

Write binary image. 

The P!Tamid dither procedure is: 

pyramid_dither(P) 

image_pyramid P; 

{ 

f* compute integer intensity v of the root *f 

P[K] .v= floor(P[K] .v+ 0.5); 

} 

for (each level k = K to 2) 

for (each element E of P[k]) 

f* transmit intensity w from 

node E to its children S *f 

dither_element(E, S); 
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The processing of a node is: 

dither_element(E, ~) 

parent node E; 

children nodes S; 

{ 

} 

I• compute the 1st part and the error •I 

for (each node in S) { 

} 

S.d = floor((S.v I E.v) * E.v); 

S.e = (S.v I E.v * E.w) - S.d; 

I• compute the residual •I 

R= E.w- sum_of(S.d); 

I* distribute the residual •I 

while (R > O) { 

for (each node in S) { 

if (random() < S.e tt S.r == O) { 

S.r = 1; 

R-= 1; 

} 

if (R == O) break; 

} 

} 

I• assign the final integer intensity •I 

for (each node in S) 

S.v ,. S.d + S.r; 

Examples 

We selected three i~ages to determine the elfectiveness of our dithering algorithm. They 

are examples of the main test cases used to evaluate this kind of application. The first 

image is a gray-scale rarnp. Its purpose is to reveal how the method handles a smooth 

transition of gray leveis. The second irnage is a computer generated ray-traced picture. lt 

is representativa of a synthesized noise free image. The thírd irnage is a digitized photograph 
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of a face. Its an example of a real scene captured through a camera. 

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show respectively the three images described above dithered with 

the pyramid-based method. They are printed using a 300 dpí laser prínter at the expanded 

resolution of 75 dpi. This means that each pixel is replicated 4 times in the X and Y 

directions. The results obtained are very good. The method generates aperiodic patterns 

without any directional artifacts. It is also very successful in capturing the fine details of 

the images. 

Conclusions 

In summary, we presented a new dithering method based on a hierarchical image repre

sentation. lt employs a pyramidal data structure to recursively distribute the total integer 

intensity to smaller neighborhoods starting from the entire image down to the pixel levei. 

The resulting binary ímage is the best global a.nd local approximatíon of the original ,gray 

scale image, in the sense that the sum of intensities over variable síze areas differs only by an 

integer truncation value. :\loreover, the integer approximation is statistically proportional 

to the qua.ntization error. 

The method combines the deterministic and probabilistic approaches to the dithering 

problem in a original way. This allows the explicit minimization of the quantiza.tion error 

and, a.t the same time, the generation of anisotropic dither patterns. The method ca.n be 

applied equally well to the general problem of the quantization to N bits. 

The structure of the algorithm is suitable to a parallel implementation. since the pro

cessing of nodes at a given level of the pyramid depends only on a self-contained set of data. 

The use of a standard data structure ma.kes possible to take advantage of special purpose 

hardware. 
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Figure 1: Gray scale ramp 
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Figure 2: Computer generated image 
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Figure 3: Digitized photograph 
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